CHAPTER  XXX
'NINETY-SEVEN
R
ICHARD GEORGE, the family's second son, had developed
into a sculptor of ability. Early in 1897, he modeled a head
of his father which proved to be the best likeness ever made of
the economist—better, even, than the busts done by John Scott
Hartley (son-in-law of George Inness) or Carl Roel-Smith, the
Dane.1
Because he was a restless man, Henry George proved to be a
difficult sitter. Fortunately, however, the position of a subject is
not as trying for a sculptor as for a painter, and Richard George
had an easier time of it than George deForest Brush who, at the
behest of August Lewis, had painted a portrait of Henry George.
During those sittings Lewis had read Schopenhauer aloud to
hold the interest of the model; but the German philosopher's
work usually made George either sleepy or angry—neither mood
being what the artist desired to set on canvas. The picture was
therefore long in the making.
Physicians had warned George's family that although there
was nothing organically wrong with him, he was far from strong.
They had detected a failing of his usually high spirits and a
waning of his vigor. Every effort was made to keep him cheer-
ful and interested in what was going on about him. During the
sessions of sitting for the bust, some member of the family
almost invariably read aloud to him from Defoe, Stevenson,
Conan Doyle, Macaulay, Jefferson, or the Scriptures.
One day, when the one son was working on the bust and the
other was reading aloud, the father said, musingly, "When I am
dead you boys will have this bust to carry in my funeral pos-
session, as was the custom with the Romans.**2
His mind was occupied with the thought of death, more so
perhaps because an apparent bilious attack had left him for long
weeks devoid of his old strength. A physical weariness seemed
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